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Abstract� This paper proposes a general framework to evaluate and compare several temporal
video segmentation algorithms� The problems that must be solved to confront di�erent methods
summarize as gathering a common content set to test the methods� building a reference segmenta�
tion� establishing the rules to match the results with the reference� and providing a quality measure�
Some solutions to these problems are given in this study and are applied for evaluating di�erent
methods developed in various contexts� The paper concludes by presenting results obtained on prac�
tical tests� This study was made by a work group of AIM Multimedia Indexation Action� Working
Group 	� of the ISIS Coordinated Research Program�

� Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of evaluating temporal video segmentation algorithms and systems�
Among several others� �elds where temporal video segmentation techniques �nd applications are video
document indexation and retrieval� information and emission�type �ltering and video document browsing�
Temporal segmentation must be distinguished from spatial segmentation �object�based segmentation� and
spatio�temporal segmentation �object tracking�� which are not considered here� This study focuses solely
on techniques performing the segmentation of the image track of a video document into shots� This
segmentation process mostly consists of detecting �transition e�ects	 between �homogeneous segments	�
the de�nition of which being rather application�dependent�

We identify the four following major problems that must be accounted for in the evaluation of temporal
video segmentation systems


� Selection and gathering of a corpus �test database��

� De�nition of a reference segmentation for this corpus �ground truth��

� De�ning one or more �quality measures	 criteria �measure��

� Comparing the automated segmentation and the reference segmentation �evaluation��

Temporal video segmentation techniques can be used in a wide range of applications� each of which
inducing various requirements� Examples of such constraints can be described in terms of the type of
the transition e�ects to be recognized� the accuracy of their detection and location� and also in terms of
computational times induced� All these constraints have an impact on the above mentioned problems�
namely the selection of a corpus� the de�nition of the e�ects to be indexed� the de�nition of the rules for
the relevant errors� and the selection of an appropriate quality criterion� There is therefore a strong need
�currently not satis�ed� for the de�nition of a global evaluation protocol allowing one to test consistently
various algorithms and systems for di�erent targeted applications� Moreover� the experience of developing
such evaluation protocols within the �eld of speech recognition �� suggests that such a development will
raise a set of questions on the problem of temporal video segmentation itself�

In this paper� we �rst review in detail each of the above issues and discuss their possible solutions�
While doing so� we propose a formal context in which temporal video segmentation algorithms will be
evaluated� An example of such a validation process is given in the last section�



� Selection and Gathering of a Corpus

The corpus used to test the segmentation algorithms must be su�ciently heterogenous in terms of e�ect
types� It must contain some of the common cases of possible error of segmentation like sequences with
fast motion� high illumination changes �explosions� �ashes������ di�erent editing rhythms� and so on�
At least� the corpus choice must take into account the documents size� their heterogeneity in terms of e�ect
types� the number of e�ects� etc� Proposing a measure to characterize a transition e�ect and consequently
the di�culty to detect it� is equivalent to �nd a solution to improve the temporal segmentation� We
therefore propose to use the following parameters as a measure to evaluate the complexity of the corpus


� Number of e�ective e�ects classi�ed by type�
� Histograms of duration of gradual transition e�ects �like fades and wipes �
 the results of the segmen�
tation algorithms are often a�ected by the transition duration�

� Editing rhythm
 maximum and minimum �and maybe mean and variance� of shot duration�
� Histogram of distances between e�ects
 distance in number of frames between two consecutive e�ects�
and between two consecutive e�ects of the same type�

� Variation in illumination
 it is important to take this parameter into account when evaluating the
quality of the resulting segmentations since it may allow to explain why errors were made at certain
points and therefore decrease the importance of this errors� This parameter is measured using the
maximum and minimum values of di�erences between histograms� If the di�erence between the frames
located before and after an e�ect is above a certain threshold� the detection of the transition is easy
and an error made at this location can be seriously considered� On the other hand� if this di�erence
is large between two frames within a shot �e�g� �ash�� a transition e�ect insertion is likely to be made
at this place�

� Motion Quantities

� Histogram of the Spatial Derivative Di�erence
 a di�erence exceeding a given threshold may
denote the presence of motion or camera work� and a transition e�ect insertion at this location
is likely to happen�

� Histogram of the Di�erence between Boundary Phase�
� Autocorrelation measure�

The selection of a corpus is �and should be� rather independent from the evaluation protocol since
it mostly depends on a related application� However� the protocol must take into account all the corpus
characteristics for the evaluation of the di�culty of performing the segmentation� As we can see in the
section ���� these measures may be used to weight the detection errors�

The results presented in this paper were obtained using the corpus AIM developed within the French
inter�laboratory research group ISIS� This corpus contains � video documents for a total duration of ���
minutes� It includes several TV news� various advertising� and a TV series� Other corpora exist such as
the MPEG�� content set ��� which may also be considered in an evaluation process�

� De�nition of a Reference Segmentation

Once the video sequence is segmented using the automated technique� the results must be evaluated� One
possibility is to use a human �evaluator	 who checks whether the gathered keyframes �the last frame of
a shot and the �rst frame of the next shot� for example� e�ectively delimit a transition e�ect or belong
to the same shot� The complete video sequence is then used to check the presence of detected e�ects and
to mark the possibly missed transition e�ects�

The fact that the reference segmentation is performed by a human candidate implies that subjectivity
cannot be avoided within this reference indexation� However� it is crucial that subjectivity is fully ex�
cluded from the evaluation process� In order to reduce the human error in the manual validation� several
evaluators must work concurrently on the same segmentation task� This procedure is very expensive but
shows to make the validation very reliable�

The result may also be in�uenced by the segmentation method and the application domain and
may consider only a few types of e�ects� Therefore� this result may be inaccurate to validate other
segmentation techniques� A better solution therefore lies in de�ning a reference segmentation which is
algorithm�independent �ground truth�� This reference segmentation is manually de�ned and cross�checked
by several people using the same set of rules to segment the video� In order to obtain consistent results�
the de�nition of a transition e�ect must be given in the clearest and most unambiguous possible way�

At any point where a di�erence is seen between two manual segmentations� the local transition is
checked against this strict de�nition and then kept or discarded� For example� during our experimental
work� we have checked about ������ of the results before merging the reference segmentations�



��� De�nitions of Transition E�ects

Common de�nitions used in the technical �eld of audiovisual production should be used to build the
reference and validate the segmentation algorithms� Currently� three types of transition e�ects have been
used which are called �cuts	� �dissolves	 and �others	� These types may also be sub�divided in order to
obtain a �ner classi�cation� For instance� the class of �dissolves	 e�ect may be split into �dissolve	� �fade
in	 and �fade out	 e�ects� The e�ects may also be labelled according to their semantic importance to
account for the context in which they appear�

��� Rules to Extend the Transition E�ects De�nitions

Precise rules have to be de�ned for the various e�ects and their possible subdivisions� �cuts	� �dissolves	
and �others	 e�ects have an intuitive signi�cance though their exact technical de�nition should be much
more precise and sometimes complex� and may also depend on the target application� Experience shows
that giving such formal de�nitions is not always straightforward� For instance� it has been decided in our
experimental works that temporal discontinuities within �visual jingles	 and stroboscopic e�ects should
not be counted as valid cuts� In our context� a transition is counted only if it corresponds to a transition
which applies to the complete frame� Using this de�nition� superimposed text� small images and logos
appearance and disappearance are therefore not counted as transition e�ects�

��� De�nition of a Common Description Format

Di�erent �le formats have been used by the authors to store the results of the segmentation process�
Several hard transformations have been required to build a unique reference segmentation from indepen�
dent manual segmentations� We used the straightforward text �txt� format in a �rst approach but there
exist formats which are more suited to the description� Such formats include rdf or xml or some other
proposals made by the MPEG�� group ���

� Comparison with the Reference Segmentation

In order to evaluate the reliability of a technique� one needs to compare the segmentation given by the
system with the reference segmentation according to given rules� These rules must de�ne the error and
correctness in the speci�c context of the considered application� For example� a reference segmentation
may describe cuts� fades� dissolves and wipes and the segmentation algorithm only be able to detect cuts
and fades without distinction between fades and cross�dissolves�

For each individual type of e�ects ��cut	� �dissolve	 or �other	� and for any of their combinations�
we need to count the insertions NI �false detections� and the deletions ND �missed e�ects� between the
reference indexation and the indexation produced by the tested system� For this� additional rules �distinct
from the ones used to determine whether an e�ect is actually present or not� must be de�ned in order to
determine whether an e�ect is correctly matched between a segmentation and the other� For instance� it
may be decided that a dissolve e�ect has been correctly detected if and only if it partly overlaps by at least
�� � with the correct one� in order to allow for approximate boundary detection �and�or indexation��
Some other choices have been made in the literature� for example ��� considers a minimum overlap of
one frame and measures the recall and precision of gradual transition� see section ����

In our experimentation� also it must be decided if a confusion between a �dissolve	 and an �other	
or between a �cut	 and a very short �dissolve	 should be counted as an error or not� Such rules� pa�
rameterizable in order to take into account the application �eld speci�cities� have been implemented in
a computer program that is able to automatically and deterministically count the number of insertions
and deletions for each type of e�ect�

The total number NT of e�ects of each type as well as the total number NF of frames in the document
�or database� must also be counted in order to be able to compute the various quality criteria�

� Selection of �Quality Measure� Criteria

Di�erent measures have been proposed to compute the error or success rate over the results of di�erent
segmentation methods� For a given formula that computes the error rate �eg� the number of inserted
transition e�ects over the number of real ones� the results vary signi�cantly and depend on the de�nitions
of error and success within the application domain� We recall below some examples of the formulas that
have already been proposed to evaluate temporal segmentation methods�



��� Accuracy

A simple expression to compute the accuracy is proposed by Aigrain and Joly in �� which is also equivalent
to a measure commonly used for the evaluation of speech recognition systems �� 


Accuracy �
NT � �ND �NI�

NT

�
NC �NI

NT

� ���

where NT� ND� NI and NC are respectively the number of actual transition e�ects present in the video
database� the number of transition e�ects deleted� inserted and correctly found by the tested system�

Counter�intuitive results may be obtained using this measure �Accuracy � �� when NI � NC or
�ND � NI� � NT� This may happen when the number of errors is larger or equal than the number of
transitions� Moreover� it is important to include the size of the video sequence in the evaluation of a
segmentation method since the number of errors may potentially be equal to the number of frames NF�

��� Error Rate

The previous measure do not take into account the complexity of the video sequence nor its size� Corridoni
and Del Bimbo�� propose a measure that evaluates the error rate �insertion and deletion of transition
e�ects� over the whole results of the segmentation algorithm


Error Rate �
ND �NI

NT �NI

�
ND �NI

NC �ND �NI

���

Here again� this measure does not include the complexity and size of the test video sequence� Moreover�
this measure is not adequate for the evaluation and the comparison of methods because it implicitly gives
more importance to deleted transition e�ects than to inserted ones� This importance is not weighted with
an explicit factor and is therefore di�cult to assess� For example� for a video sequence containing ��
transition e�ects� we obtain Error Rate � �

�
if the segmentation technique produces � e�ect insertions

�i�e� NT � ��� ND � �� NI � ��� By contrast� the error rate increases �Error Rate � �

�
� in the case of �

deletions �i�e� NT � ��� ND � �� NI � ���

��� Recall and Precision

The measure used by Boreczky and Rowe �� can be applied in di�erent contexts� It can be used in
the context of information retrieval� They propose the Recall �which is the ratio between desired found
items�� and the Precision �which is the ratio of found items that are desired��

Recall �
NC

NC �ND

Precision �
NC

NC �NI

���

The results produced by these formula are not normalized and therefore di�cult to compare one to
another� Yet an algorithm that makes many errors receives worse precision and recall scores than an
algorithm that detect an e�ect for each frame� In this respect� graphs of the Recall are displayed as
a function of the Precision for di�erent threshold values� Di�erent Recall values are given for a given
Precision value since these measures are� in general� compensated
 if the evaluated segmentation method
is very strict� the number of deleted transition e�ects increases while the number of inserted e�ects
decreases� The consequence is a decreasing Recall value against an increasing Precision value�

These two above parameters are strongly correlated so that their global evaluation shows the same
problems as in the previous measures�

A modi�cation of these parameters is proposed in ��� to measure the detection of gradual transitions
involving several frames
 the recall and precision cover� The recall represents the ratio between the overlap
�in frames� of the detected e�ect and the real one� over the real e�ect duration� The precision is the ratio
between the overlap and the detected transition duration


Recallcover �
b

a
Precisioncover �

b

c
���

where a is the duration of the real transition� c the detected one and b the overlap between both e�ects�



��� Time Boundary and Classi�cation Errors

Hampapur and Jain have proposed a very interesting application�oriented measure ��� They consider
the following two types of errors in the detection of transition e�ects
 the type of the transition e�ects
recognized and the temporal precision of the segmentation� One can increase the weight corresponding
to a given error type according to the segmentation application� To compute the error� their measure
compares the results of the automated segmentation to those obtained with a manual segmentation �which
is supposed to be the reference� containing only correct information�� The results are therefore made more
reliable at the cost of an extra hard �and tedious� work during the phase of manual segmentation�

E�V� V �� � ELS �WLS �ESC �WSC� ���

where V 
fS�� S�� ���� SNg is the manual video segmentation in N segments �Sn�� V
� �fS�

�
� S�

�
� ���� S�

Kg� is
the automated video segmentation� ELS is the error in terms of segment temporal limit de�ned by the
transition e�ects� WLS is the weight of the temporal limit error regarding to the application� ESC is the
error of mis�classi�cation of transition e�ects and WSC is the weight of the classi�cation error�

To compute the error� the segments are matched one to another and the maximal overlap between
corresponding segments in the two videos is computed�

��� Performance Measure

The performance measure proposed by Hampapur and Jain �� is related to the application domain and
is able to compute the errors made by most of segmentation methods� However� the boundary segment
error is very di�cult to evaluate in the case of �dissolve	 e�ects� The manual segmentation is therefore
not reliable in this case� We propose here some measures which overcome these shortcomings�

Error Probability This measure computes the probability to make an error �deletion or insertion�
when an error is possible� The temporal segmentation methods can make a detection error on each video
frame�

P �ejep� �
ND �NI

NF

���

Insertion Probability The insertion probability is the probability that a transition e�ect is detected
where no e�ect is present�

P �insertion� � P �detectionjno e�ect� �
NI

NF �NT

���

Deletion Probability It is the probability of failing to detect an e�ect when the e�ect exists�

P �deletion� � P �no detectionje�ect� �
ND

NT

���

Similar equations can be found in ��� to evaluate the stories segmentation in the news� It is based on
a original formula from ��� used to evaluate the text segmentation� What we call insertions and deletions
are called 	false alarm	 and 	miss	 in that article�respectively�

PMiss �

PN�k
i�� �hyp�i� i� k���� �ref �i� i� k��
PN�k

i�� ��� �ref �i� i� k��
���

PFalseAlarm �

PN�k
i�� ��� �hyp�i� i� k���ref �i� i� k��

PN�k
i�� ��ref �i� i� k��

����

where ��i� j� � � if i and j are from the same story and is equal to zero otherwise� The segmentation
of the news links every word to a story� The formula compares the results for the automatic�hyp� and
reference�ref� segmentations�
In the case of the shots segmentation� the words are the frames and the stories are the shots� It should
be noted that equations ��� and ���� are basically equivalent to equations ��� and ���� respectively�

In this article ��� an inter�human comparison rate is given to compare the manual segmentation
results�



Correctness Probability It is the probability to detect a transition e�ect when it exists and not to
detect it when it does not exists� One can give more importance to either of these situations by using a
weight �k�� k���

P �correction� � k� � P �detectionje�ect� � k� � P �no detectionjno e�ect� �

k� � ��� P �deletion�� � k� � ��� P �insertion�� �

�k� � k����� �k�� � P �deletion� � k�� � P �insertion��� ����

Where k�� k�� k�� and k�� take values between ��� and ��� but �k��k����� These measures take into
account both the total number of transition e�ects �NT� and the total number of frames of the sequence
in question �NF�� This makes these measures more robust to the problems encountered using the previous
de�nitions� For the results showed in the last section we have used k� � k� � k�� � k�� � ����

��	 Method Complexity Evaluation

In order to compare the temporal segmentation methods it is important to use a measure of complexity in
relation to the computing time induced� the need for learning and the threshold measuring the dependence
on the document under investigation�

��
 Complexity of the detection of a transition e�ect

The detection of a transition may not be consistently di�cult� The complexity of this detection must
therefore be included within the evaluation process in order to weight the possible type of errors made�
The cases of segmentation errors are di�erent for di�erent segmentation algorithms� However� in general�
an error is more important if the transition is clear
 between very di�erent frames� di�erent characters�
di�erent places� On the other hand� the illumination changes and fast motion may produce insertions in
most algorithms�

The video characteristics in these cases are di�cult to measure as we already mentioned in section ��
We propose several measures to evaluate the algorithms in relation with the di�erent di�cult cases


� Insertion� Deletion and Correction Probabilities related with changes in image content� This results
in de�ning the probability of the insertion of a transition e�ect over the histogram di�erence and the
probability of correct detection over the histogram di�erence� respectively given as�

P �insertionj�H�P �deletionj�H� and P �correct detectionj�H��

� Insertion�Deletion and Correction Probabilities related with motion quantity� Like motion quantity
we can take the measure proposed in section ��

� Insertion�Deletion and Correction Probabilities related with the rhythm� The rhythm can be given
by the shot duration or the frequency ratio between two types of transition e�ect�

� Temporal Video Segmentation Methods

Many automated tools for the temporal segmentation of video streams have been already proposed� It is
possible to �nd some papers that are providing state of the art of such methods �see e�g� ���� We brie�y
present in this section the various systems that have been used in our comparative evaluation�

	�� The �LIMSI� system

The �LIMSI	 system was developed at the LIMSI�CNRS laboratory and was then improved at the
CLIPS�IMAG laboratory ��� It detects �cuts	 by direct image comparison after motion compensation
and �dissolves	 by comparing the norms of the �rst and second temporal derivatives of the images� This
system also includes a special feature for detecting photographic �ashes and �ltering them as erroneous
�cuts	�

	�� The �CLIPS� system

The �CLIPS	 system was developed at the CLIPS�IMAG laboratory ��� It only detects �cuts	� It uses
two separate detection subsystems respectively based on color histogram comparison and on rough edge
tracking� and then merges the results�



	�� The �IRITLIP	� system

The algorithm was developed at the IRIT �� but has been improved to speed up the computation step
at the LIP� ���� times of the real time� with a soft MPEG decoding on a PC ���MHz�� It detects both
�cuts	 and �fades	 and includes some �ltering functionalities to deal with photographic �ash e�ects� fast
motion and dark scenes�

	 Results

The reference �les are based on the manual validation made by the authors with the contribution of the
INA �French National Institute of Audiovisual�� This was a collaboration in the framework of a work
group of AIM Working Group �� of the ISIS Coordinate Research Program� A thematic operation will
be started in order to further study the validation of temporal segmentation algorithms�

Table � gives the error rates with respect to the methods� Each given value corresponds to a mean
of the error rates obtained on each document of the corpus� Since not all the tested methods are able to
handle every possible type of e�ect� only cuts were used in our evaluation� The methods noted �Method
�	 are classic segmentation methods� From �Meth �	 to �Meth �	 respectively� the methods in table �
are
 histogram di�erence� intensities di�erence� di�erence between the addition of intensities� histogram
intersection� invariant moments di�erence� thresholded intensities variation� correlation rate� �� formula�
�� formula over the blocks� All values are presented in percentage�

Table �� Several reliability measures of cut segmentation�

Method Accur� Prec� Recall Error R� Ins� Pr Del� Pr Error Pr Correc� Pr

LIMSI ���	 ���	� 
��� ����� ��	� ���� ���	 
����
CLIPS �	�� ����� 
��� 	���� ��	� ���� ��	� 
����
LIP� ���� ����� �
�� �	��� ��	� ����� ���� �
���
Meth 	 �	���� ����� ���� ����� ��		 ����� ���
 ���
�
Meth � ���� ����� ���	 ����� ���� �	�
� ���� �����
Meth � ���� 
���� ���� ����
 ���� 	���� ��	
 
����
Meth � ����
 �	��� �
�
 ����� ���� ����
 	�	� ����	
Meth � ����� ����� ���� �	��� 	�	� 	���� 	��� 
����
Meth � ������ 	���� 
	�� ����� ��	� ���
 ���� 
����
Meth � 	�� ����
 
��� ���
� ���� ���� ���� 
����
Meth � �	���� �	�
� ���� �	��� 	��	 ����� ��		 ���
�
Meth 
 �	����� ���� ���� 
���
 	���� ����	 	��
� �����

Table � details the results obtained using the techniques developed by the authors of this paper�

Table �� Mean reliability measures�

Method Type Accur� Prec� Recall Error R� Ins� Pr Del� Pr Error Pr Correc� Pr

Cuts ���	 ���	� 
��� ����� ��	� ���� ���	 
����
LIMSI Diss� �	�
 ���
� ���
 ����� ���	 ����� ���� �����

Total ���� ����� �
�� ����� ��	
 	���� ���
 
����

Cuts �	�� ����� 
��� 	���� ��	� ���� ��	� 
����
CLIPS Diss� N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A

Total ���� ����	 ���� ����� ��	� 	���� ���� 
��	�

Cuts ���� ����� �
�� �	��� ��	� ����� ���� �
���
LIP� Diss� ����� �	�
	 ���� ����� ���� ����� ��	� �����

Total �	�
 ����� ���� ����� ���	 ����� ���� �����

Finally� table � shows gives the method performances for each document in the corpus�



Table �� Correctness probability when detecting cuts� dissolves and both for each document and method�

Method Type aim	 aim� aim� aim� aim� aim� aim� aim�

Cuts 

��� 
���	 
���� 
���� 
	��� 

��� 

��� 
����
LIMSI Diss� ����� ����� ����	 ���
� ����� ����� ���

 
����

Total 
���� 
���� 
���� �
�
	 ����� 
���� 
���	 
����

Cuts 

��	 
���� 
���� 
��
� 
	��� 

��� 
���� 
����
CLIPS Diss� N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A N�A

Total 
	��� ����� 
��		 ����� ����	 
���� 
���� 
���


Cuts 
���� ����
 
���� 
���� ���
� 
���	 
���� 
����
LIP� Diss� ����� ���	� �
�
� ���
� ����� ���		 �
�
� ����	

Total 
��
� ����� 
���� ����
 ����� 
���
 
���� 
����


 Conclusions

This work has shown that objective comparison between di�erent temporal video segmentation systems
is feasible using a common corpus� a corresponding reference segmentation of it� an automatic comparison
tool of document segmentations� and an appropriate global �quality criterion	�

This work must be completed by a more accurate de�nition of transition e�ects� It should also be
extended to some other types of contents to be able to deal with other classes of temporal segmentations
�speaker segmentation� camera work segmentation� and so on��

The main di�culty resides in reaching a consensus on a common de�nition of transition e�ects� a
common reference �le format and a common mean of evaluation� The experience acquired in the speech
recognition domain should be used as a guidance and periodic comparative performance tests should
similarly be set up for evaluating temporal video segmentation systems� A thematic operation will be
started by the AIM group� in order to further this study�
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